JOB DESCRIPTION

Company: Nesika Energy, LLC
1020 70 Road
Scandia, KS 66966

Position: Plant Operator

Position Overview

A Plant Operator performs tasks critical to the production and quality control of Fuel Grade Ethanol and Chemical Grade Butanol while maintaining a clean and efficient work environment.

A one-team approach is vital to the success of Nesika Energy. This position requires an environment where safety and teamwork are top priority.

Essential Job Functions

- Retrieve process samples and perform laboratory analytics of samples
- Follow and accurately execute fermentation recipe additions
- Execute procedures to adjust fluid mapping throughout the plant
- Identify discrepancies throughout cook, fermentation, distillation, and water treatment processes
- Perform routine and non-routine cleaning duties
- Assist with preventative maintenance program and perform corrective maintenance
- Understand proper safety procedures and consistently wear appropriate PPE
- Perform duties as directed by shift supervisor and management team

Other Necessary Skills:

- Data Entry-Microsoft Excel knowledge
- Organization